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Chapterr I: Introduction - Key Concepts 

Thee Problematic: 

Mostt contemporary communication depends upon a range of media forms required 
forr its transmission. The relationship between humanity and its technological media 
hass a very long and rich history and arguably the question of how particular media 
impactt social communications is of increasing importance. Current changes to 
humanity'ss modes of information communication far outweigh earlier circumstances, 
andd with today's accretive use of electronically biased media for communication the 
needd to understand these changes has never been more salient. 

Mediaa are central to communication. We use media in every facet of our lives: 
gestural,, oral and written communications, mnemonic techniques, and rules of 
languagee can all be considered as media, and they should be understood as mutually 
implicatedd phenomena. Media use does not occur in a vacuum but in situated contexts 
andd along historical contingencies - whereby social relations are networked 
(Meyrowitzz 1985, 1994). The phenomenon of mediation is therefore best understood 
historically.. Understood in this broadest connotation media are central to social 
organization,, and by extension they are central to processes of knowledge production. 

Isolatedd events (or communications) can be measured, analyzed, and compared, but it 
iss in understanding their social and historical interrelation that we gain perspective on 
thee impact that media have on different social processes and institutions. This study 
providess a diachronic analysis of the distribution or sequence of selected mediated 
communications,, and thereby provides an additional system of reference than purely 
synchronicc analyses of singular, or individual cases. The central thesis of the 
dissertationn is that print and electronic media foster unique types of media 
environment,, and that an analysis and comparison of the respective distributions of 
keywordd use, publication behaviour, and threaded email messaging behaviour of 
academicc communications will demonstrate the role of each medium in processes of 
knowledgee production and meaningful exchange. 

Thee functioning of all social institutions depends upon information and the 
communicationn of said information. Melody (1996) argues that information can be 
consideredd as a 'stock' concept, and communication as a 'flow' concept - both 
providee a particular perspective upon processes of information transmission. 'Stock' 
iss best understood here as an 'archive' of shared knowledge, or information, and 
'flow'' as the process of knowledge production and exchange. Information and 
communication,, thus defined, thereby provide different analytical positions on 
essentiallyy the same phenomena. We use this differentiation as an initial perspective 
fromm which to frame this study.1 Knowledge production is best defined as an 
achievementt and codification of meaning through the communication of information. 

11 Importantly, for Melody, attempts to assess long term social implications of technological change in 
thee fields of information and communication are especially difficult because of the complex 
methodologicall  problems of network analysis - in particular, that new networks are differently 
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Thee print medium is essential to academic performance and this renders it a central 
placee in questions concerning knowledge production. And importantly, there is an 
increasingg use of electronic communications in academe to distribute and exchange 
informationn via web-pages, email list-servers, electronic archives, etceteras. The 
centrall  problematic identified here concerns the centrality of media to human 
communication,, and the ability to assess the impact of different media on the 
academicc environment given their overlap. The focus throughout this analysis will be 
uponn the primary differences between print and electronic media form. Poster (1990, 
1995)) identifies the differences between print and electronic media in terms of the 
'modes'' of communication they foster. This study emphasizes the impact of media on 
processess of academic knowledge production, and by extension, focuses on the 
differentt modes of communication implied within the use of different 
communicationss media. 

Thee analysis is limited to the use of several specific media in the context of a research 
projectt funded through the Fourth Framework Programme of the European 
Commission.. The Self Organization of the European Information Society (SOEIS) 
researchh project2 incorporates a series of studies among six European research 
institutes.33 The SOEIS was selected specifically because it employed a diverse set of 
mediaa in its manifestation, and because it both relied upon and challenged theoretical 
referencee points similar to those addressed herein. 

Thee Literature 

Thee study itself is motivated by a number of current debates concerning the impact of 
electronicc media on the academic environment.4 A central assumption here is that with 
changess in the mode of communication one can expect changes in the networked 
relationss among those communicating. Thus the key point here is that new electronic 
meanss of communicating one's research are perceived to supplement already existing 
relationss between scholars, and this is expected to impact the exchange dynamics of 
informationn and knowledge producing institutions. Print writing, for example, can be 
understoodd to incorporate architectural, network, and systemic properties. An 
essentiall  point of departure for an analysis of changes in the mode of academic 
communicationn or changes in modes of knowledge production in academic 
environmentss must therefore compare the architectural, network and systemic features 
off  print and electronic communication. 

structuredd than mature, developed networks (1996;269). In this study we overlay old and new 
networkss and through their interrelation aim to discern differences. It is important to acknowledge that 
neww electronic media disrupt the institutional structures into which they are inserted, and in this sense 
thee networks fostered via print have not yet adapted to the new conditions either. Also see: Freeman & 
PerezPerez (1988) 
22 Targeted Socio Economic Research (TSER) program, European Commission: SOE 1 - Dt97 - 1060. 
33 Three Japanese institutes were also associated with the SOEIS via its sister project: the Self-
Organizationn of the Japanese Information Society (SOUS). 
44 For debates concerning the impact of electronic media and the changing nature of academic research, 
see:: Melody 1994, Lubanski 1998, Geser 1996, and The Information Society, Volume 11, special issue 
onn the Hamad-Fuller debate, 1995. 
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Similarr concerns have been addressed from a sociological perspective. (Gibbons, 
Limoges,, Nowotny, Schwarzman, Scott & Trow, 1994) These authors describe the 
changingg nature of scientific research as a shift from Mode I to Mode II knowledge 
productionn which indicates a move away from knowledge produced in traditional 
researchh contexts to an environment in which knowledge is created in broader trans-
disciplinaryy social and economic contexts. This development, they argue, is related in 
partt to the introduction of electronic media into academic environments. Similarly, 
twoo significant OECD publications (1996, 1997) recognize these changes in the 
academicc environment as part and parcel of the introduction of new Information and 
Communicationn Technologies (ICTs). The current study is grounded by such claims, 
andd aims to assess the impact of ICTs on the science system through an analysis of the 
collectivee SOEIS research endeavour. 

Metricc analyses concerning the relationship between the dynamics of mediated 
communicationn and of the changing science system have been performed in recent 
years.. This type of analysis is central to this thesis; the metric approach itself stretches 
backk hundreds of years, and the body of literature addressing metric approaches is 
growingg extremely rapidly. Addressed here are those analyses that concern changes in 
thee modes and media of communication and the accompanying impact on processes 
off  knowledge production. In particular, the concern lies in those approaches that 
pursuee metric analyses to address these issues, as they provide the means to 
operationalizeoperationalize the theoretical perspectives that ground this study as a general heuristic 
lenss to aid in the analyses. By way of an introduction to metric analyses a brief 
historyy of textual analysis is provided - it was the early development of textual 
analysiss techniques that eventually led to what became known as bibliometrics. 

Historicallyy speaking, bibliometrics and scientometrics are both products of our 
recedingg print mode of communication and cybermetrics is a product of the emerging 
electronicc mode of communication. Together they form a long lineage of metric 
techniques,, each of which are relevant to our inquiry into the commensurability 
betweenn metric approaches and varied theoretical priorities. Stated another way, this 
analysiss rests on the cusp of those approaches which view mediated communication 
ass a symbolic phenomenon and the metric approaches that aim to model its properties. 
Thiss relationship is addressed in Chapter II: Theoretical Grounding where the 
relevantt theoretical literature is reviewed, and again in Chapter III: Materials & 
MethodologiesMethodologies where individual metric techniques are aligned with the respective 
communicativee domains of the SOEIS selected for analysis. For the present, the 
concernn lies in observing those studies that employ metric approaches for their 
respectivee strengths and weaknesses. 

Brieflyy defined, textual analysis is the examination of texts for underlying structure; it 
entailss the search for patterns of word use which are then used to determine the 
cognitivee influences upon an author's text. Hermeneutic procedures are often used to 
settlee arguments concerning authorship; some obvious examples include the 
Testaments,, and Shakespearean works. Medieval Scholarship aimed to fmd parallels 
betweenn the Old and New Testaments by finding places where words used in the Old 
Testamentt would pre-shadow a passage in the New Testament (Bradley & Rockwell, 
1997).. Indeed, many of Christ's parables referred to older teachings appearing in the 
Oldd Testament It became clear that it would be useful to group words into categories 
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andd then develop indexes that pointed to occurrences of those words in the different 
bookss of the Bible. Using this technique, early hermeneutic researchers formed an 
understandingg of the various influences upon Christ's teachings. Formally this process 
iss known as thematic concordance; it involves finding the co-occurrence of names, 
places,, events, etceteras, in the Bible. Hermeneutics has a rich history that includes 
nott only examinations of biblical texts, but the extensive analysis of other texts such 
ass Homer's Iliad and Odyssey (Luria 1976, Ong 1977 & 1982), Shakespearean and 
Joyceann works (Theall 1997, 2000), and more recently Discourse Analysis of a 
myriadd of accessible data sets (Mehta et. al. 1997, Provencher 2000, Zook 2000, 
Armitagee 2001, and Teevan, 2001). 

Thee current analysis concerns changes in textual expression from print writing to 
electronicc writing. Textual analysis techniques are employed to determine the 
similaritiess and differences between print and electronic modes of SOEIS 
communication.. Here it is important to understand that the historical development and 
usee of textual analysis techniques stretches back to scribal culture, and that it extends 
too present day analyses which are enhanced by computer aided techniques. Thus, by 
extension,, computer assisted textual analysis is more than just a 'find' function to 
locatee words as is standard with word processing programs. It is characterized by the 
abilityy to search large texts quickly by creating electronic indexes to locate and 
reorganizee information. With such programs one can both conduct complex searches 
forr lists of words or patterns of association, and present the results in a way that suits 
thee study of texts. That is, the output of textual analysis provides a visual means of 
interpretingg results through displaying Key Words In Context (KWIC), for example. 

Inn the 1940's the study of texts became aided by machinery. The first machine used to 
thiss effect was called the Concordance. Concordance uses essentially the same 
methodss of co-occurrence indexing developed in the Middle Ages. In the mid 1940's, 
ann Italian scholar named Robert Busa was examining the use of the term 'presence' in 
thee writings of Saint Thomas Aquinas.5 After manually searching the texts he realized 
thatt for Aquinas the meaning of the word was connected with the use of the 
prepositionn "in". He came to believe that function words (such as: 'in' or 'sum') 
providedd clues to understand Aquinas' conceptual world through deconstructing the 
wordss he used to describe it. By the late 1940's Busa began to create a complete 
concordancee of all of the over 10 million words in Aquinas' writings. This was done 
usingg punch cards and card sorting machines. The project lasted over 30 years since 
thee technology then available for the electronic transfer of text was still lacking. In the 
1970'ss technology became available for this type of large-scale project. With the help 
off  large IBM mainframe computers and computer driven typesetting equipment the 
projectt was finally completed.6 

Byy the late 1970s computing had become well established within the Humanities, and 
particularlyy within the field of hermeneutics. It became apparent that if the analysis of 
textss was to evolve, there were two necessary developments: in order to compare texts 

55 For additional details see Bradley & Rockwell "TactWeb 1.0; 'Midsummer' Workbook" at 
http://tactweb.humanities.mcmaster.ca/tactweb/doc/catahist.htm.. 1997. 
66 It is estimated that over 1 million person hours were used inputting the text and creating the indexes 
(Bradleyy & Rockwell, 1997). 
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theree was the need for a machine-readable format, and in order to share results the 
needd arose for a standardized software package that many could easily use. 

Oxfordd University was an early leader in this with regard to two major projects. The 
firstt is the Oxford Text Archive through which all scholars are invited to submit 
electronicc texts. The second is the Oxford Concordance Program which serves to 
providee links between all submitted texts. It is important to realize that the Oxford 
Textt Archive and the Oxford Concordance Program are primarily indexing tools not 
textuall  analysis programs in and of themselves, yet their development facilitated the 
possibilityy of doing more efficient and effective computer assisted textual analysis. 

Inn the 1980s, computer assisted textual analysis took another great leap with the 
adventt of desktop computing and standardized word processing. The first standard 
softwaree for computer assisted textual analysis in the humanities was the Brigham 
Youngg Concordance (BYC) Program that was later commercially packaged as 
WordCruncher.WordCruncher. The 1980s and 1990s saw the development of a myriad of other 
textuall  analysis programs, thereby extending the possibilities of bibliometric analysis 
techniquess in understanding media bias. Bibliometrics can be understood as the 
quantitativee study of patterns in both individual texts and their correlation with each 
otherr - it is hermeneutics enhanced by metrics, or specifically, by bibliographic 
coupling.7 7 

Inn the 1990s enormous effort was put into the development of sophisticated 
techniquess for the analysis of textual patterns. There is an emerging discourse that 
addressess new and sophisticated means of mapping processes of knowledge 
production.. Indeed, significant movements are being made towards understanding die 
visualizationvisualization of text itself as the new research object. That is to say, textual analysts 
aree largely dependant upon how effective they are in visually representing their 
findings;; different representations of research results will generate different 
understandingss of a text's significance.8 In the last several years the central arguments 
concerningg scientific visualization have focused on the development of new software 
toolss to aid in analysis. For this analysis the WordSmith program of the Oxford 
Universityy Press was selected for its ease of use, data exportability, and sophisticated 
sortingg logics. 

Leydesdorfff  provides arguments both for (1989) and against (1997) the use of co-
wordd analysis to map the intellectual development of the sciences. In the case of the 
former,, indicators of intellectual structure and organization were found by comparing 
titless of scientific articles; yet in the case of the latter, a comparison of bio-technology 
articless revealed a document structure at the micro level, but at the level of the 
documentt set the structure was no longer discernable. Thus, Leydesdorff (1997) 
arguess that co-word analysis cannot adequately map intellectual organization - this 
argumentt will be employed as a methodological caveat. This study will illustrate how 

77 The reader wil l note that bibliographic coupling has a different meaning in citation analysis; here the 
termm is used to emphasize the comparison of textual patterns across many texts, not simply citation 
patterns. . 

Forr details concerning the importance of visualization to the field of textual analysis see: Bradley 
(1991),, Bradley & Rockwell (1992, 1994) and Monger & Rockwell (1999). 
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thee combination of bibliometric and other metric techniques can provide a unique 
meanss of assessing the changing nature of research scholarship. Actor Network 
Theoryy (ANT) is also relevant here as theorists often examine co-word analysis in 
lightt of the theoretical emphases of the ANT. This forms part of the theoretical 
backgroundd for the study and will be addressed in greater detail in Chapter II: 
TheoreticalTheoretical Grounding. 

Abovee and beyond mere textual analysis, bibliometric techniques have aided many 
recentt attempts to develop more sophisticated means of measuring and understanding 
thee changes in our mode of information and subsequent changes on our processes of 
knowledgee production. In particular, Hicks & Katz (1997) argue for the use of 
bibliometricc indicators to understand changes in the emerging knowledge-based 
economy,, Hjortgaard (1997) imported bibliometric techniques for analysing online 
researchh publications, and Larson (1996) used bibliometric indicators to map the 
Worldd Wide Web as an architecture, or 'intellectual structure'. 

Scientometricss operates on the same principles of co-analysis; it is basically 
bibliometricss applied to scientific texts - a study of quantitative patterns in both 
individuall  texts and in their correlation. In a word, it is hermeneutics enhanced by 
metrics,, but it is distinct from bibliometric analyses in that formal publications can be 
understoodd as indicators of scientific codification (Price 1970). Publications refer to 
eachh other, and this leads to networks of scientific papers (Price, 1965), which thereby 
providee a geography of science (Small & Garfield, 1985). Importantly, these networks 
cann be examined to delineate between academic specialties (Leydesorff & Cozzens 
1993),, and to assess national research performance (Leydesdorff & Gauthier, 1996). 
Networkss are established by the researcher by deciding what to measure, be it 
nationally,, institutionally, disciplinarily, or otherwise. Indeed, Small (1973) argues for 
aa co-citation analysis whereby the citation of two texts by a third is registered and a 
networkk delineated. Similarly, author co-citation is a measure of the frequency of the 
citationn of two authors by others, and this provides us with a measure of proximity 
usefull  in mapping these relationships (White & Griffith, 1981). 

Scientometricianss not only concern themselves with the normative aspect of 
modellingg these networks, but they contend with the symbolic dimensions of 
publicationn behaviour as well. For example, Small (1978) argued that cited documents 
operatee as concept symbols, and Gilbert (1984) argued that references operate as 
propertyy or as a means of persuasion. Further, Leydesdorff & Amsterdamska (1990) 
havee argued that with respect to the dimensions of citation analysis, the subjective 
reasonss of scientists to reference another paper are not equivalent to the normally 
assumedd argumentative uses of cited articles. 

Ass the field of Scientometrics matures there is a notable increase in attempts to create 
aa macro theory of citation behaviour. Van den Besselaar (2000) aimed to discern 
relationshipss between Scientometrics and Communications Theory by developing 
theoreticallyy informed indicators. Leydesdorff & Wouters (1999) argued for an 
emergingg macro theory of Citation Culture; and Wouters (1999) provides a thorough 
Historyy of Scientometrics. Finally, Fujigaki (1998) argues that the citation system 
operatess as a recursive network which involves a process of continual re-evaluation 
andd knowledge accumulation. It is notable that scientometric methods are increasingly 
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importedd into other domains to understand the networked dynamics of other social 
phenomena.. Rousseau's Sitations (1997) offers a salient example whereby 
bibliometricc and scientometric methods are combined to understand relationships 
betweenn linked web-sites (and hence an indicator of an emerging cybermetrics). 

Likee bibliometrics and scientometrics, cybermetrics shares a common emphasis on 
co-analysis.. Cybermetrics is used here as a broad term meant to incorporate a number 
off  notable developments; namely, infometrics, webometrics, and cybermetrics. 
Infometricss was formalized as a research agenda in the 1980s and differs from 
bibliometricss and scientometrics in that the latter refer solely to communications 
mediaa and the sciences. Infometrics is neither limited to specific media nor the 
sciences;; it refers to the quantitative analysis and modelling of a myriad of different 
informationn sources including credit databases, information flow on the Internet, and 
geneticc histories for such purposes as demographic monitoring, enhanced surveillance 
off  workplace activities, and insurance eligibility (Egghe & Rousseau, 1995). Abraham 
developss the field of what he terms 'Webometry' whereby he aims to sort the 
complexityy of the World Wide Web by creating a chronotopography (1996, 1997). 
Andd Almind and Ingwersen (1997) use infometric methods for webometric analyses. 
Elsewhere,, Ingwersen (1998) offers a means of calculating Web Impact Factors by 
adoptingg infometric methods to test national, sector and institutional impact factors. 

Otherr important data sources than that infometrically obtained are relevant here. In 
particular,, the cybermetric approaches of Korenman & Wyatts' (1996) analysis of 
groupp dynamics within email lists, Hernandez-Borges' (1997) comparative study of 
Pediatricc mailing lists on the Internet, and Matzat's (1998) analysis of informal 
academicc communication via Internet mailing lists. These approaches all use email 
communicationss as the hermeneutic unit of analysis in a similar way that 
scientometricc analyses employ scientific publications. Finally, some notable work has 
beenn done recently with respect to mapping the networked dimensions of online web 
debatess (Rogers & Zelman, 2002; Rogers & Marres, 2000), Triple Helix relations on 
thee web (Leydesdorff, 2001, Boudourides & Sigrist, 1999), and with respect to purely 
quantitativee approaches such as Kugiumtzis & Boudourides' analysis of Internet ping 
dataa (1998). 

Thesee approaches have each addressed either the print medium (predominantly in the 
casee of bibliometrics and scientometrics), or the electronic medium (in the case of 
cybermetrics).. However, the approaches lack sufficient comparison of media forms 
withh each other. One would expect that analysis of media impact on processes of 
knowledgee production would be concerned with the nature of the medium itself in 
biasingg these processes. In this study a number of metrically oriented approaches have 
beenn combined and employed to discern notable differences between the print 
mediumm and the electronic. In this way this analysis aims to contribute a new 
perspectivee to this discourse. Further, while representative of an extremely interesting 
andd burgeoning field, the literature outlined above lacks sufficient theoretical 
underpinningss to make the studies relevant to larger audiences. In part this study is 
motivatedd by this lack, and thereby weaves together distinct theoretical perspectives 
withh empirical analyses to provide a more holistic account of the changing science 
system. . 
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Thee Challenge 

Twoo central perspectives are juxtaposed in this analysis: those that concern processes 
off  symbolic exchange and those that model these architectural, network and systemic 
relationshipss (and thereby also processes of symbolic exchange). Information as a 
'stock'' concept can be understood here as a reservoir of symbolic meaning, and 
communicationn 'flow' as the process through which meaning is achieved and 
knowledgee produced. Media use can be perceived to entail at least three distinct 
components:: a communicating party, a communicated substance, and a 
communicationss channel. A wide range of theories from Communication Studies and 
ScienceScience & Technology Studies are employed to provide a backdrop on which to 
describee the symbolic dimension of communicative processes evident in collective 
researchh endeavours, and to provide context to the modelling approaches from 
ScienceScience & Technology Studies used to compare these processes in their architectural, 
networkk and systemic capacities. 

Itt is critical that the present study be understood as an exploration of several distinct 
metricc techniques in juxtaposition to a theoretical framework through which 
architectural,architectural, network, and systemic features of mediated knowledge production are 
identifiedd and categorized. The problematic presented by the centrality of media to 
processess of knowledge production can be addressed by integrating these different 
featuress of academic communication. We can understand all social communication to 
entaill  architectural features inasmuch as they are treated as events which share certain 
qualities;; for example, communications generally have an advent, a termination, a 
dynamicc interplay between actants, and a delineated communications system. 
Mediumm Theory is used to ground this perspective and will be described in detail in 
thee next chapter. 

Thee network features of the SOEIS communication system can be understood to 
highlightt the dynamic interplay of symbolic exchange over the time dimension 
outlinedd by the architectural parameters. By examining the network features of the 
SOEISS research project we gain an understanding of how networked communication 
hass changed over the time period of the project, and how this is a collective result of 
individuall  actions. Actor Network Theory is used to ground the network analyses. 
Finally,, the examination for systemic features aims to capture that element of the 
communicationn system which remains above and beyond the control of individual 
actors.. That is, the collective research endeavour is understood to operate on a macro 
levell  which remains above and beyond the full comprehension of any individual in 
thee group. The systemic features of the SOEIS provide a unique frame of reference 
nott obtainable through architectural and network analyses. Actor Network Theory and 
Systemss Theory are also addressed in more detail in the following chapter. This 
combinationn of metric techniques and grounded theorizing will provide a unique 
meanss of mapping and understanding mediated processes of intellectual development. 

Thus,, the goal of this research is to explore the significance of symbolic exchange, the 
centralityy of media in this process, and to represent the architectural, network, and 
systemicsystemic differences between print and electronic media used to communicate similar, 
butt differently coded information. The challenge then is whether symbolic and 
modellingg approaches can be fruitfully combined to enhance our understanding of the 
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roless and biases of particular media in processes of knowledge production. The 
followingg analysis is therefore best understood by the reader as an exploratory 
approachh whereby a number of overlapping but significant communicative domains of 
thee SOEIS project are compared to expand our understanding of the processes of 
mediatedd knowledge production. Through exploring and comparing these processes a 
methodologicall  foundation is established, upon which further analyses can be 
pursued.. A central aim is therefore to contribute to both Communication Studies and 
ScienceScience & Technology Studies through this interrelation. 

Dissertationn Structure 

Thee dissertation is organized into three main sections: Context, Analysis, and 
Reflection.Reflection. The concepts of mediated communication and knowledge production have 
beenn introduced in this introductory chapter - bom assist in describing the extent of 
thee current problematic concerning die changes in the nature of mediated 
communicationn and the subsequent changes in knowledge production that this 
implies.. Similar analyses that examine this phenomenon have also been reviewed and 
challenged.. Importantly, this chapter has placed this analysis into an existing 
discoursee whereby social communication can increasingly be mapped using metric 
approaches.. This introductory chapter traced the metric approach from early 
bibliometricc concordance techniques from the scribal and hermeneutic traditions, 
throughh modern textual analysis and visualization techniques, as well as scientometric 
techniques,, and new emergent cybermetric forms of analysis. In this way the 
theoreticall  and metric priorities outlined in the following chapters were introduced 
andd contextualized. 

Inn Chapter II: Theoretical Grounding we will explore a range of theoretical positions 
fromfrom both Communication Studies and Science & Technology Studies inasmuch as 
theyy concern the two central concepts of mediated communication and knowledge 
production.production. The chapter outlines Medium Theory as the conceptual foundation upon 
whichh the theoretical rationale rests; this provides an architectural metaphor to aid in 
conceptualizingg processes of knowledge production. From Communication Studies, 
Stucturalist,, Poststructuralist, and Structurational theories of meaning and networked 
relationshipss are interpreted in light of their descriptions of the 'locus' of meaning. 
Fromm Science & Technology Studies, Actor Network Theory and Systems Theory 
approachess to mapping network and systemic relations are explored and then 
explainedd to contextualize the metric analyses. These claims are compiled into a 
generall  model: the theoretic triad of Architecture - Network - System, through which 
thee subsequent empirical analyses are performed and interpreted. 

Inn Chapter III: Materials & Methodologies, the Self-Organization of the European 
Informationn Society (SOEIS) research project will be introduced as the case study 
selectedd for this analysis. Importantly, this third chapter conceptually binds the 
theoreticall  priorities of the analysis with the empirical materials and metric 
approachess to be used in the analysis. Here the metric approaches are described with 
particularr attention paid to the role of the architectural, network, and systemic 
conceptss exhibited by each approach. 
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Thee Analysis section of the dissertation consists of four chapters. Each chapter has as 
itss focus an empirical analysis of one of four isolated communicative domains of the 
SOEISS research project: print communication, electronic communication, journal 
publication,, and mailing list environment, respectively. Chapter IV: Textual Analysis 
ofof Print Communication examines the dynamics of print exchange in the context of 
thee SOIES project and reveals patterns of codification of scientific information, 
networkss of cognitive orientation, and the systemic dimensions of print word 
distribution.. Similarly, Chapter V: Textual Analysis of Electronic Communication 
examiness the dynamics of electronic writing as exhibited by the SOEIS community -
heree the results are compared with the results of the print analysis and are shown to 
exhibitt different modes scientific information codification, different networks of 
cognitivee bias, and different overall word distributions. 

Inn Chapter VI: Analysis of Journal Publication examines the changes in the 
publicationn patterns of the SOEIS community on both the project level (article 
generation)) and field level (the journal environment) and reveals both similarities and 
differencess in the collective cognitive orientation of both the cited dimension 
(comprisedd of publications by the SOEIS community) and the citing dimension (those 
thatt cite SOEIS relevant materials) over the five year scope of analysis. Finally, in 
ChapterChapter VII: Analysis of Mailing List Environment the network dynamics of eleven 
ScienceScience & Technology Studies and Self-Organization Theory oriented mailing lists are 
comparedd in terms of their individual threaded messaging behaviour to reveal that the 
SOEISS related project mailing lists function like field level lists, despite exhibiting 
projectt level dynamics. 

Thee final section of the dissertation: Reflection is comprised of two chapters. Chapter 
VIII:VIII: Integration & Conclusions will seek commensurability between the theoretic 
lenss and empirical methods employed herein, and will reflect upon the original 
researchh questions and expectations. Finally, Chapter IX: Discussion & Relevance 
wil ll  describe challenges associated with integrating symbolic and modelling 
approachess and will provide both suggestions for future researchers in the field as 
welll  as suggest the design parameters of a modularized software program to aid in 
futuree analyses. We thereby readdress the central question of the Dissertation: do 
printprint and electronic media foster unique types of media environment, and are 
differentdifferent modes of knowledge production and meaningful exchange thereby implied 
withwith each medium and its use? 

AA common thread through the chapters is the triad of architectural, network, and 
systemicsystemic features of mediated knowledge production. In this way the challenges 
associatedd with comparing symbolic and modelling approaches to understanding 
communicationn are addressed and the critical differences between Mode I and Mode 
III  knowledge production identified. 
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